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Abstract: Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), increasingly vital to the success of military operations, operate in

a complex and dynamic environment, sometimes in concert with manned aircraft. We present an extensible mod-

eling framework for the solution to the dynamic resource management (DRM) problem, where airborne resources

must be re-assigned to time-sensitive tasks in response to changes in battlespace conditions. The DRM problem is

characterized by diverse tasks with time windows, heterogeneous resources with fuel- and payload-capacity limi-

tations, and multiple competing objectives. We propose an integer linear programming (ILP) formulation for this

problem, where mathematical feasibility is guaranteed. Although motivated by airborne military operations, the

proposed general modeling framework is applicable to a wide array of settings, such as disaster relief operations.

Additionally, land- or water-based operations may be modeled within this framework, as well as any combination

of manned and unmanned vehicles.
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1 Introduction

Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), sometimes acting in concert with manned aircraft, have become in-

creasingly critical to the success of military operations, where they have proven to be adept at intelligence,

surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) missions. Streaming video transmitted from a UAV to a central

command unit may be used to pinpoint enemy locations, thus enabling missile strikes to be conducted

with greater precision. A recent congressional report [4] recounts how Iraqi soldiers in Operation Desert

Storm surrendered to a UAV because they had associated the sight of a UAV with the forthcoming ar-

rival of missiles launched from an off-shore battleship. In addition to overseas ISR missions, UAVs may

be used for domestic border patrol [26], traffic congestion monitoring [22], and cargo delivery [6]. The

particular role of a UAV may be determined by the choice of onboard sensors. The most common sensors

are electro-optical (EO) or infrared (IR) cameras, although sensors capable of detecting mines, chemical,

and meteorological conditions are also available [4]. Additionally, UAVs are capable of firing weapons.

Although extensive effort goes into the creation of an initial mission plan (also known as an air

tasking order (ATO)), the appearance of a ‘pop-up’ (e.g., a new threat is identified, an existing task

is re-prioritized, or a new resource becomes available) necessitates the creation of an updated mission

plan. The dynamic resource management (DRM) problem involves the reassignment and rerouting of

airborne platforms to time-sensitive tasks in response to changes in battlespace conditions. The problem of
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interest is to reassign the available resources (UAVs) to the updated set of tasks such that overall mission

effectiveness is maximized and changes to the initial mission plan (ATO) are minimized. Without this

secondary objective, an inconsequential improvement in mission effectiveness could lead to the undesirable

outcome of wholesale changes in task assignments. A tertiary objective may be to minimize the total

travel time for all resources.

In this paper we present an extensible modeling framework for the multi-objective DRM problem. This

framework is designed to offer the flexibility required to handle a wide variety of task types, resources, and

operating scenarios. Tasks are characterized by priority values, service duration, limits on the minimum

and maximum number of resources that may perform them, and precedence relationships among tasks.

Each task may have multiple time windows in which resources may be assigned. Additionally, a ‘preferred’

time within each window may be specified, capturing the situation where it is desirable to perform the

task either early, late, or in the middle of a time window. In addition to being characterized by priority

values, tasks may be classified as being either required or optional, thus allowing the consideration of

mission-critical tasks and targets of opportunity.

We assume that a pre-specified number of heterogeneous fuel- and payload-capacity constrained ve-

hicles (resources) are available. Each resource is characterized by a real-valued ‘effectiveness’ score that

reflects the resource’s relative capability of performing a given task. This feature is noticeably absent

from the literature, where resources are characterized as either being able to perform a task or not, with

no consideration for how well a particular resource may perform the task. Multiple bases (depots) may

be specified, and each base may be characterized by the particular resources that may utilize the base.

Finally, while models that generate the initial ATO enjoy the luxury of longer planning times to

address infeasibilities arising from a lack of resources or incompatible time windows, the DRM problem

must be solved rapidly. As such, it is imperative that any DRM model return a solution, even if it is

suboptimal. To guarantee the mathematical feasibility of our model, we introduce the concept of decision

variables that act as ‘infinite resources.’ These fictitious resources represent the degree to which tasks

cannot be performed by actual resources as requested. Analogous ‘infinite bases’ and ‘infinite payloads’

also address resources that do not have sufficient fuel capacity to arrive at a base prior to running out

of fuel, and tasks that cannot receive the desired payload quantity. By including the ‘infinite’ concept in

the model, the operations planner will receive a solution that highlights where deficiencies exist, rather

than simply receiving an error message stating that no feasible solution exists.

The usefulness of the proposed model is that it serves to provide guidance for the best course of action

by utilizing a centralized modeling approach. The motivation to pursue such an approach is twofold. First,
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it reflects the current operational realities of the military by taking into account its highly-structured

chain of command and by recognizing that many UAVs currently in service (e.g., the Predator) are not

enabled for fully autonomous flight. For missions involving strike operations, rules of engagement require

human involvement in the ultimate decision to fire missiles [7]. If UAVs are serving as subordinate

resources for manned operations, changes to the initial mission plan may require approval by a “human

in the loop” who is held accountable for the success of the mission. Secondly, given the degree of resource

coordination that is afforded by the proposed model, our centralized planning approach is practical. A

decentralized approach that solves separate subproblems for each UAV may result in globally suboptimal

solutions or lead to violations of the coordination constraints. Infeasibilities must be reconciled by either

a centralized system or through an iterative process requiring additional inter-resource communication.

Conversely, in the centralized approach, only one download of the current status of each resource and

one upload of the official updated mission plan are required.

Although motivated by airborne military operations, the proposed general modeling framework is

applicable to a wide array of settings, such as disaster relief operations. Additionally, land- or water-

based operations may be modeled within this framework, as well as any combination of manned and

unmanned vehicles.

The outline of this paper is as follows. A review of relevant literature is given in section 2. In

Section 3 a formal definition of the DRM problem is provided, including the notation employed by the

proposed model. Section 4 details our method of classifying tasks. Section 5 contains the mathematical

descriptions of nine unique task types that exploit the flexibility of our modeling framework. Payload

delivery constraints are presented in section 6. Constraints governing the network structure of our model

are described in section 7. After having first described the model’s constraints, the multiple objective

function terms are explained in section 8. A numerical example that demonstrates many model features

is provided in section 9. Finally, a summary and suggestions for areas of future research are contained in

section 10.

2 Literature Review

Since our work focuses on the development of a general modeling framework that is applicable to a

wide variety of aircraft routing and re-routing scenarios (including disjoint time windows, heterogeneous

resources, complex task types, and optional tasks), literature related to our problem cannot be limited to

a particular class of problem. There are, however, several categories of problems that share commonalities

with our work. The first such category is multiple-objective vehicle routing and scheduling problems.
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A survey of such problems, including multi-objective variants of the traveling salesman problem (TSP),

vehicle routing problem (VRP), and dynamic VRP (DVRP), is provided by Jozefowiez et al. [12]. It is

worth noting that their review paper does not cite any papers that address the objective of minimizing

changes to initial vehicle routes.

The second category includes classical routing problems, such as the VRP with time windows (VRPTW)

and its myriad extensions. Finally, there are numerous works pertaining to UAV routing. The remainder

of this section focuses on these last two categories.

2.1 Classical Routing Problems

In the VRPTW, a fleet of homogeneous resources which begin and end their routes at a single depot

location, are dispatched to service customers. We may consider ‘customers’ to be synonymous with ‘tasks.’

Each customer must be served exactly once by a single vehicle, such that service at each customer must

begin within a single time window, defined by the earliest and latest allowable service start times. The

objective is typically to minimize travel time. The book by Toth and Vigo [24] provides an excellent

overview of the vehicle routing problem and many common variants, including the VRPTW.

Extensions of the VRPTW share more features found in our model. For example, Favaretto et al.

[8] extend the VRPTW to allow multiple disjoint time windows for each customer. Pellegrini et al.

[17] also consider multiple time windows, as well as heterogeneous resources. In the site-dependent

VRPTW (SDVRPTW) (c.f., Cordeau and Laporte [5]), each customer may be served by only a subset of

the available heterogeneous resources. Unlike the aforementioned VRPTW variants, which require each

customer to receive service, the so-called m-VRPTW proposed by Lau et al. [15] seeks to maximize the

number of customers who receive service from one of m homogeneous resources. A secondary objective

of the m-VRPTW is to minimize the total travel distance.

Another problem formulation that allows some customers to go unserved is the team orienteering

problem (TOP) (c.f., Vansteenwegen et al. [25]). In the TOP, a reward is received for each customer

visited, and the objective is to maximize the total reward earned, subject to a constraint on the maximum

route length for each homogeneous vehicle. Goel and Gruhn [10] propose the so-called ‘general VRP’,

which extends the TOP by considering time windows, heterogeneous vehicles, multiple depots, and an

objective function that also incorporates a travel cost.

Because our problem of interest also involves real-time changes in battlespace conditions, such as

the appearance of new targets, our problem is a generalization of the dynamic VRPTW (DVRPTW).

Surveys of dynamic vehicle routing problems may be found in Psaraftis [18], Bianchi [3], and Flatberg
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Table 1: A comparison of related UAV routing models.
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Bellingham et al. [1] Yes Single No Yes None No Yes No No Yes ≥ 1 Multiple
Berger et al. [2] Yes Multiple No No Single No No Yes No No 1 Single

Janez [11] No Single No Yes Yes No Yes No No No 1 Multiple
Kingston and Schumacher [13] No Single No No Single No No Yes Yes Yes 1 None

Kinney et al. [14] Yes Single Yes Yes Single No Yes Yes No No 1 Multiple

Schumacher et al. [19] Yes Single No Yes Single Yesa Yes No No Yesb 1 Nonec

Shetty et al. [20] No Single Yes Yes None Yes Yes Yes No No ≥ 1 Single

Shima et al. [21] No Single No No None No Yes No No Yesb 1 None
Tavana et al. [23] Yes Multiple Yes No None No No Yes No No ≥ 1 None

Weinstein and Schumacher [27] No Single No No None No Yes No Yes Yes 1 Multiple

Wilde et al. [28] Yes Multiple Yes Yes Single No Yesd Yese No Yes 1 Single
a Each UAV has a single unit of expendable payload.
b Each target is assigned three specific tasks in succession.
c Each UAV begins at a unique initial location and may end at the last target location in a route.
d All resources have the same fuel capacity.
e Only tasks without time window constraints may be skipped.

et al. [9]. Li et al. [16] propose a DVRPTW model, in the context of a package delivery service, that seeks

to minimize the number of initially-scheduled customers that are no longer served as a result of vehicle

breakdowns. Changes to customer delivery times and changes in vehicle routes are not penalized.

While these classical routing problems share several features with our proposed model, none of them

allow a customer (target) to be visited by more than one resource, none consider precedence constraints

or the coordination of customers being served at the same time, and none incorporate the degree to which

some resources may be more effective than others.

2.2 UAV Routing

As UAVs become more prevalent, research on UAV routing has grown in popularity. Table 1 contains a

comparison of recent UAV routing papers, as they pertain to many of the key features of our proposed

model. The second column of Table 1 indicates whether the paper addresses a dynamic re-routing

problem or a static initial-planning problem. If a model distinguishes tasks by priorities, this is indicated

in the fourth column. The column labeled ‘Skip’ indicates whether or not the model allows a task to be

unassigned to any resource. Models that consider the coordination of multiple tasks at the same time

are highlighted in the ‘Timing’ column. The ‘Max Res/Task’ column indicates the maximum number of

resources that may be assigned to each task.

Although each of these papers share some similarities with our work, none demonstrate a comparable

level of flexibility for solving the DRM problem. Additionally, there are features found in our proposed

model that are missing from the related literature. These features include an effectiveness value for each
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resource/task pair, the ability to perform tasks in non-continuous time intervals, the specification of

preferred task performance times within time windows, a multi-objective formulation that incorporates

the minimization of changes to an ATO, and bounds on the number of resources that may be assigned

to each task. Of the aforementioned papers, only Shetty et al. [20] consider multiple payload types, and

bounds on the quantity of payload that may be delivered to each target.

3 Problem Definition

In this section we establish the formal definition of the DRM problem, including characteristics of the

time horizon, resources, and tasks. A description of the network underlying the DRM problem, as well

as the definition of the primary decision variables employed by the model, follows.

3.1 Time Slices

The time horizon for the mission is given by the discrete (integer) set T ⊆ {t0, t0 + 1, . . .}, where t0

represents the time at which the pop-up event occurred. We refer to each element t of T as a time ‘slice’,

where all time slices are assumed to be of equal duration and service of a task is initiated at the beginning

of a time slice. Based on this partitioning of the time horizon, it is assumed that all tasks assigned to

be performed in time slice t0 are completed according to the initial mission plan (ATO). Therefore, time

slice t0 + 1 represents the first time slice in which a re-assigned plan may go into effect. It is assumed

that pop-up events are recognized immediately after the beginning of a time slice (t0).

3.2 Resources – Airborne Platforms

Let set R represent the fleet of heterogeneous resources that are available at the time that the pop-up

event occurs. Resources that are no longer fit for service are not contained in R. The remaining number

of time slices for which resource r ∈ R may remain in service before exhausting its fuel supply is given

by the integer value g′r.

A set of bases (depots) is represented by B, and the set of bases that are available to resource r ∈ R

is given by Br ⊆ B. Due to fuel capacity considerations, it is desirable for each resource r to end its route

at a base b ∈ Br prior to exhausting its fuel supply (i.e., by time slice t0 + g′r). Let Tb ⊆ T represent the

set of allowable time slices for which resource r may visit base b ∈ Br. Resources must loiter, without

penalty, if they arrive at base b during a time slice that is not contained in set Tb.

In the event that resource r is unable to reach any available base prior to running out of fuel (e.g.,

if the resource were damaged or a base is no longer available), our requirement that each resource must
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terminate its route at a base would be violated. To handle this situation, we define ∆∗
r /∈ B to be a

‘dummy’ base for each resource r that does not have sufficient fuel capacity to travel directly from its

current location at time t0 to the nearest available base. We assume that the dummy base has no physical

location, and that the resource can travel to this dummy base from anywhere in exactly one time slice.

We let T∆∗
r

= t0 + g′r + 1 represent the time slice in which resource r may be assigned to this dummy

base, thus allowing the resource to perform tasks until it runs out of fuel at time t0 + g′r and then ‘travel’

to the dummy base in the next time slice.

3.3 Tasks

The set of tasks that have yet to be completed by the time of the pop-up event are given by M . Each task

j ∈ M has an associated non-negative priority weight, pj, such that tasks with larger priority weights

offer greater benefit to the overall mission plan. To capture the fact that each resource may have unique

capabilities, we let er,j denote the effectiveness of resource r ∈ R performing task j ∈ M . Each er,j is a

real number, such that larger values represent higher effectiveness. Let Mr ⊆ M denote the set of tasks

that can be performed by resource r, such that task j ∈ Mr if er,j > 0. Similarly, we define Rj ⊆ R to

be the set of resources capable of performing task j ∈ M , such that resource r ∈ Rj if er,j > 0.

The set of allowable time slices in which task j ∈ M may begin service is given by Tj ⊆ T . We do not

require Tj to be a set of consecutive time slices. However, it is assumed that each resource may perform

at most one task in any given time slice t ∈ T . As with bases, if a resource arrives at task j during a

time slice that is not contained in set Tj , the resource must loiter until the next allowable time slice.

3.4 Network Structure

To facilitate the representation of our mathematical model, we make use of the following notation to

describe the underlying structure of the network. We should note that the terms ‘node’ and ‘task’ are

unique; a task is a particular type of node, where nodes may also represent base locations, initial resource

locations, and dummy bases.

First, let ∆0
r be the node representing the current location (at time t0) of resource r ∈ R. Current

locations are considered to be ‘source’ nodes, such that resource r cannot travel to node ∆0
r. Note that

∆0
r is neither a task nor a base node (i.e., ∆0

r /∈ {M ∪ B}). Conversely, we consider each actual base

b ∈ B and each dummy base ∆∗
r to be ‘sink’ nodes, such that a resource cannot return to service after

arriving at a base.

Let ∆+
r ⊆ {Mr∪Br∪∆∗

r} represent the set of all nodes to which resource r ∈ R may travel. Note that
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∆0
r /∈ ∆+

r since resources are not allowed to travel to their current (source) location. Let ∆−
r,j ⊆ {∆0∪Mr}

represent the set of all nodes from which resource r ∈ R may travel to node j ∈ {M ∪B∪∆∗
r}. Note that

bases are not included in ∆−
r,j since, by assumption, resources may not depart from a base (sink) node.

Let fr,i,j represent the minimum number of time slices that are required for resource r to travel from

node i to node j. If a particular arc (i, j) in the network is impassible for resource r, then fr,i,j should

be set to a value of ∞ and node i should be excluded from ∆−
r,j. The effects of known obstacles (such

as mountains), inclement weather, enemy locations, or no-fly zones, may be captured by appropriately

augmenting the fr,i,j values to reflect extra travel time between nodes. Because our model relies on

resource-specific travel time between nodes, rather than distance, the locations of tasks and bases may

be expressed in any coordinate system, such as Cartesian (x, y) or latitude/longitude.

Finally, fr,i,∆∗
r

= 1 for all r ∈ R and i ∈ ∆−
r,∆∗

r
. If the resource has sufficient fuel to travel directly

from its starting location to the nearest base, then the resource is not allowed to get stranded at a dummy

base (i.e., ∆∗
r /∈ ∆+

r unless minb∈Br(fr,∆0
r,b) > g′r). Since it will be determined a priori whether or not a

dummy base will be required for a particular resource, an operator may be warned that the resource will

be stranded. The operator may then define an actual base b ∈ B at an actual physical location for which

to assign the resource to terminate its route.

3.5 Primary Decision Variables, xt
r,i,j

Our model makes use of binary decision variables xt
r,i,j to determine whether or not resource r ∈ R is

assigned to travel to node j ∈ ∆+
r from node i ∈ ∆−

r,j, performing the action at node j at time t ∈ Tj .

That is,

xt
r,i,j ∈ {0, 1} ∀ r ∈ R, j ∈ ∆+

r , i ∈ ∆−
r,j, t ∈ Tj . (1)

Additional integer decision variables required by the model are addressed as needed.

Because our problem of interest is to solve a re-assignment problem, we assume that an initial mission

plan is provided. This initial assignment of resources to tasks is represented by the binary parameter

at
r,i,j, where at

r,i,j = 1 if resource r ∈ R was initially assigned to perform task j ∈ ∆+
r during time slice

t ∈ Tj , such that task i ∈ ∆−
r,j was the immediate predecessor. Otherwise, let at

r,i,j = 0.
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4 Task Characterization

Previously we have mentioned that a mission is composed of a set of tasks, M . In this section we discuss

a variety of task characteristics. In the next section we will apply combinations of these characteristics

to define nine unique task types.

4.1 Required vs. Optional

First, we may characterize each task as being either required (mission-critical) or optional (non-mission-

critical). A penalty is assessed for failing to perform required tasks. Optional tasks may offer some

benefit to the overall mission, but there is no penalty for failing to perform these tasks. Let nmin
j (nmax

j )

denote the minimum (maximum) number of resources that may be assigned to perform task j, such that

nmin
j ≤ nmax

j . For all required tasks, nmin
j ≥ 1.

Because we do not know in advance whether or not the available resources are sufficient to perform all

mission-critical tasks within their allowable time windows, an ‘infinite’ resource is included in the model.

This fictitious resource is able to travel at infinite velocity, has infinite capacity, and can perform multiple

tasks at the same time. The inclusion of this resource ensures that constraints requiring assignments

to mission-critical tasks will always be mathematically feasible. Conversely, since optional tasks are not

required, they do not need the use of an infinite resource to maintain mathematical feasibility.

4.2 Non-preemptive vs. Preemptive

Let dj represent the required duration of task j ∈ M , expressed as an integer number of time slices. We

define non-preemptive tasks to be those in which a resource, once assigned to the task, must continue

to perform the task uninterrupted for dj consecutive time slices. Let the set Mnon ⊆ M represent the

set of all non-preemptive tasks. For non-preemptive tasks, dj ≥ 0. If dj = 0, the task is assumed to

be performed instantaneously (e.g., dropping a bomb on a target or taking a snapshot). Because we

define non-preemptive tasks to be performed in uninterruptable consecutive time slices, if xt
r,i,j = 1 for

j ∈ Mnon, then resource r begins performing task j at time slice t ∈ Tj , continuing for dj consecutive time

slices. During time slices t through t + dj resource r is considered to be busy and may not be assigned to

another task. Note that Tj represents the set of allowable starting time slices for task j ∈ Mnon. Thus,

dj may be greater than |Tj| for non-preemptive tasks.

Because a resource assigned to non-preemptive task j must continue to perform the task for dj

consecutive time slices, the calculation of fr,j,k must equal the actual travel time (in number of slices)

from task j to node k plus the duration of task j, dj . A resource may not re-visit the same non-preemptive
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task. For this reason, xt
r,j,j is not defined for j ∈ Mnon. Similarly, j /∈ ∆−

r,j for all j ∈ Mnon and r ∈ Rj .

Therefore, fr,j,j is undefined for all j ∈ Mnon.

We define preemptive tasks to be those in which a resource is assigned to the task for one entire

time slice at a time. Let Mpre ⊆ M be the set of all preemptive tasks. Note that preemption cannot

occur within a time slice. Preemptive tasks are assigned to resources on a slice-by-slice basis. Unlike

non-preemptive tasks, if a resource is assigned to perform a preemptive task j ∈ Mpre for a duration of

dj time slices, then dj binary decision variables (xt
r,i,j) must take a value of one.

If xt
r,i,j = 1, and j ∈ Mpre, resource r is assigned to travel from node i ∈ ∆−

r,j to task j, beginning

service at task j at the beginning of time slice t, and continuing to perform service at task j until the

start of time slice t + 1. As a result, the following must be true of preemptive tasks. First, xt
r,j,j must

be defined for all j ∈ Mpre and j must be an element of ∆−
r,j for all r ∈ Rj . This allows a resource to

re-visit a particular preemptive task multiple times. Next, Tj represents the set of time slices in which

task j ∈ Mpre may be performed. Also, dj ≥ 1 because resources are assigned to preemptive tasks for an

entire time slice. Because all dj assigned time slices must be selected from set Tj , dj ≤ |Tj |, where |Tj |

represents the cardinality of set Tj . Finally, since preemptive tasks are assigned one time slice at a time,

fr,j,k = 1+ (travel time from task j to node k) and fr,j,j = 1 for all j ∈ Mpre.

Preemptive tasks are attractive because of their flexibility (e.g., allowing a resource to leave a task to

perform another task and then resume), and preemptive tasks cannot be easily modeled by the multicom-

modity network flow model. Non-preemptive tasks, while less flexible, require fewer decision variables

(resources are not assigned to tasks slice-by-slice).

Before proceeding to the mathematical formulations of some task types, we define one more parameter

that will be of use later. Let d′j denote the maximum number of times a given resource may be assigned

to node j. More formally,

d′j ≡

⎧

⎪

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎪

⎩

1 ∀ j ∈ {Mnon ∪ B},

dj ∀ j ∈ {Mpre}.

(2)

This parameter is required due to the differences in the functionality of preemptive and non-preemptive

tasks. Note that bases are treated as non-preemptive tasks because a resource may not revisit a base.
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Table 2: Notation – Tasks
RNA Required, non-preemptive tasks that may be performed in any allowable time slice.
ONA Optional, non-preemptive tasks that may be performed in any allowable time slice.
RNS Required, non-preemptive tasks that must be performed by multiple resources simultaneously.

RNM(s) Set of required, non-preemptive tasks in which multiple tasks must be performed simultaneously.
RNP Required, non-preemptive tasks with precedence requirements.
RPC Required, preemptive tasks that must be performed in consecutive time slices.
RPD Required, preemptive tasks that may be performed in disjoint time slices.
OPD Optional, preemptive tasks that may be performed in disjoint time slices.
OPP Optional, preemptive tasks that may be peformed for a partial duration.

5 Task Types

In this section we formally define nine unique task types, as listed in Table 2. To differentiate among

these task types, a three-letter naming convention is adopted. The first letter, either ‘R’ or ’O’, indicates

whether the task is required or optional. The second letter, ’N’ or ’P’, classifies the task type as being either

non-preemptive or preemptive. Finally, the third letter represents some unique characteristic about that

particular task type. For example, we define four required non-preemptive, one optional non-preemptive,

two required preemptive, and two optional preemptive task types.

5.1 RNA Tasks

We define RNA ⊆ Mnon to be the set of required (mission-critical) non-preemptive tasks such that each

resource assigned to task j ∈ RNA may begin service in any allowable time slice t ∈ Tj , with a service

duration of dj ≥ 0 consecutive time slices. If nmin
j ≥ 2, then multiple resources are required to perform

task j. However, for RNA tasks, these multiple resources do not need to be assigned to the task at the

same starting time. The ‘infinite resource’ available for task j ∈ RNA is given by the integer decision

variable yj. A non-zero value of yj indicates the gap between the minimum required number of resources

and the actual number of resources assigned to task j ∈ RNA.

The mathematical representation of RNA tasks is given by the following constraints.

nmin
j ≤

∑

r∈Rj

∑

t∈Tj

∑

i∈∆−
r,j

xt
r,i,j + yj ≤ nmax

j ∀ j ∈ RNA, (3)

∑

t∈Tj

∑

i∈∆−
r,j

xt
r,i,j ≤ 1 ∀ j ∈ {RNA : nmax

j ≥ 2}, r ∈ Rj, (4)

yj ∈ {0, 1, . . . , nmin
j } ∀ j ∈ RNA. (5)

Constraints (3) state that each task j ∈ RNA must be performed by at least nmin
j , and by no more than
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nmax
j , resources. Constraints (4) ensure that constraints (3) cannot be satisfied by simply assigning the

same resource to task j at multiple times; these constraints are only necessary if it is actually allowable

to assign multiple resources to the task (i.e., if nmax
j ≥ 2).

5.2 ONA Tasks

A mission may contain some non-mission-critical non-preemptive tasks that may be beneficial in increasing

overall mission effectiveness. Let ONA ⊆ Mnon represent the set of optional non-preemptive tasks that

may begin service at any allowable time slice. There is no penalty associated with the failure to perform

ONA tasks. Constraints (3) and (4) may be modified as noted below.

Like RNA tasks, the mission-critical counterpart of ONA tasks, it is acceptable for multiple resources

to perform task j ∈ ONA simultaneously. Similarly, it is not acceptable for the same resource to begin

service at task j ∈ ONA multiple times. Because ONA tasks are non-mission-critical, it is implied that

nmin
j = 0 for all j ∈ ONA in constraints (4). For this reason, ONA tasks do not require the use of an

‘infinite resource’ to guarantee mathematical feasibility; thus yj in (3) would not be needed.

5.3 RNS Tasks

Some missions may require a task to be performed by multiple resources simultaneously, as in the case

of an air strike mission in which multiple aircraft must attack a target at the same time. We define

RNS ⊆ Mnon to accommodate such a requirement. For each task j ∈ RNS, between nmin
j and nmax

j

resources must begin task j during the same time slice t ∈ Tj and perform the task for a duration of

dj ≥ 0 consecutive time slices.

To maintain mathematical feasibility, RNS tasks make use of the integer decision variable zt
j to

represent the ‘infinite resource’. Thus, a non-zero value of zt
j indicates the gap between the number of

actual resources that are assigned to begin task j at time slice t and the minimum number of resources

that are required to perform task j (nmin
j ). Additionally, a binary decision variable ht

j is used to indicate

whether or not task j ∈ RNS begins service at time slice t ∈ Tj . Mathematically, RNS tasks are

governed by the following constraints:

ht
jn

min
j ≤

∑

r∈Rj

∑

i∈∆−
r,j

xt
r,i,j + zt

j ≤ ht
jn

max
j ∀ j ∈ RNS, t ∈ Tj , (6)

∑

t∈Tj

ht
j = 1 ∀ j ∈ RNS, (7)

zt
j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , nmin

j }, ht
j ∈ {0, 1} ∀ j ∈ RNS, t ∈ Tj. (8)
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Constraints (6) ensure that the appropriate number of resources are assigned to task j during the selected

time slice. Constraints (7) state that task j must be assigned to resources in exactly one time slice. Finally,

constraints (8) describe the integer requirements for the decision variables.

5.4 RNM Tasks

Whereas RNS tasks require the coordination of multiple resources performing the same non-preemptive

task at the same time, RNM tasks require the coordination of multiple non-preemptive tasks being

performed at the same time. The RNM task type may be useful in modeling a strike mission in which

multiple targets in geographically dispersed regions must be attacked simultaneously.

Let RNM(s) represent the sth set of RNM tasks, such that s ∈ S is an index value, S is the set of

all indices, and RNM(s) ⊆ Mnon for all s ∈ S. By indexing the RNM tasks, we allow for the fact that

there may be multiple sets of the RNM task type. Consistent with our previous assertion that each task

must be assigned to exactly one task type, a task may appear in no more than one RNM(s) set.

Because all tasks in a given set RNM(s) must begin service at the same time, it is assumed that each

task j ∈ RNM(s) has the same allowable starting time window, Tj . Thus, each task’s set of allowable

time slices must be defined such that Tj =
⋂

k∈RNM(s) Tk for all s ∈ S, j ∈ RNM(s). Failure to adhere

to this condition could lead to unexpected solutions.

Although each task in RNM(s) must start at the same time, the duration of each task in the sth set

may be unique (i.e., dj ̸= dk for some j, k ∈ RNM(s)). Additionally, it is not a requirement that tasks

j ∈ RNM(s) and k ∈ RNM(s) have equal minimum and/or maximum number of resources. However,

nmin
j ≥ 1 for all j ∈ RNM(s) due to the fact that RNM tasks are required (mission-critical). This

flexibility is demonstrated in the example of Figure 1.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
time slices

resource 1

resource 2

resource 3

resource 4

resource 5

Task 3: nmin
3 = 1, nmax

3 = 2, d3 = 0

Task 4: nmin
4 = 2, nmax

4 = 2, d4 = 4

Task 7: nmin
7 = 1, nmax

7 = 2, d7 = 1

Figure 1: Resource assignments for tasks in the sth set of RNM tasks, where Tj = ([2, 4]) for j = 3, 4, 7.

The ‘infinite resource’ for RNM tasks is given by the integer decision variable zt
j, where a non-zero

value of zt
j represents the number of ‘infinite resources’ that are required for task j ∈ ∪s∈SRNM(s) at

time slice t ∈ Tj . A binary decision variable, bt
s, ensures that all tasks in the sth set of RNM tasks begin
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service at the same time slice, t. The constraints associated with RNM tasks are as follows:

bt
sn

min
j ≤

∑

r∈Rj

∑

i∈∆−
r,j

xt
r,i,j + zt

j ≤ bt
sn

max
j ∀ s ∈ S, j ∈ RNM(s), t ∈

⋂

k∈RNM(s)

Tk, (9)

∑

t∈
T

k∈RNM(s) Tk

bt
s = 1 ∀ s ∈ S, (10)

zt
j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , nmin

j } ∀ s ∈ S, j ∈ RNM(s), t ∈
⋂

k∈RNM(s)

Tk, (11)

bt
s ∈ {0, 1} ∀ s ∈ S, t ∈

⋂

k∈RNM(s)

Tk. (12)

Constraints (9) state that each task j ∈ RNM(s) must be performed by the appropriate number of

resources during the selected time slice. In constraints (10), exactly one time slice must be selected from

the set of allowable time slices that are common to all tasks in RNM(s).

5.5 RNP Tasks

UAVs are frequently employed to perform battle damage assessment (BDA), where a UAV surveils a

location that has previously been the subject of a kinetic event, such as a missile strike. The proposed

RNP task type, where RNP ⊆ Mnon, is defined to be the set of all required non-preemptive tasks

with precedence relationships. Let RNP ′(j) represent the set of tasks that must be completed at least

lagj time slices prior to the beginning of service of task j ∈ RNP . If none of the tasks in RNP ′(j)

are performed, then task j ∈ RNP should not be performed. However, if at least one of the tasks in

RNP ′(j) is performed, then task j becomes a mission-critical task (a penalty is paid for not assigning the

proper number of resources to perform task j). For this reason, we say that RNP tasks are ‘conditionally’

required. In the above scenario, task j ∈ RNP would represent the BDA activity, while task k ∈ RNP ′(j)

would represent the predecessor task of firing a missile at the enemy target. Note that RNP ′(j) is not a

task type. As such, task k must be attributed to one of the existing Mnon or Mpre task types.

Let binary decision variable xRNP′

j indicate whether or not at least one task from the set RNP ′(j) is

assigned. The value of xRNP′

j may be set according to the following constraints:

xRNP′

j ≤
∑

k∈RNP ′(j)

∑

r∈Rk

∑

i∈∆−
r,k

∑

t∈Tk

xt
r,i,k ≤

⎛

⎝

∑

k∈RNP ′(j)

nmax
k d′k

⎞

⎠ xRNP′

j ∀ j ∈ RNP, (13)

xRNP′

j ∈ {0, 1} ∀ j ∈ RNP. (14)
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In (13), xRNP′

j = 1 if at least one task from the set RNP ′(j) is assigned, making task j ∈ RNP a required

task. Otherwise, if xRNP′

j = 0, then none of the tasks in RNP ′(j) were performed, and task j ∈ RNP

should not be performed (i.e., there is nothing to assess). This relationship is captured in constraints

(15) below, where yj is the ‘infinite resource’ that may be used, with a penalty, to guarantee feasibility.

nmin
j xRNP′

j ≤
∑

r∈Rj

∑

i∈∆−
r,j

∑

t∈Tj

xt
r,i,j + yj ≤ nmax

j xRNP′

j ∀ j ∈ RNP, (15)

∑

t∈Tj

∑

i∈∆−
r,j

xt
r,i,j ≤ 1 ∀ j ∈ {RNP : nmax

j ≥ 2}, r ∈ Rj , (16)

yj ∈ {0, 1, . . . , nmin
j } ∀ j ∈ RNP. (17)

Constraints (16) ensure that constraints (15) are not satisfied by simply assigning the same resource to

task j ∈ RNP in multiple time slices.

Thus far, we have not addressed the need for the RNP task to be performed after the completion of

the predecessor task(s). Let the binary decision variable xRNP
t,j take a value of one if task j ∈ RNP begins

service during time slice t ∈ Tj . Recall that RNP tasks are non-preemptive, so it is straightforward to

ascertain the beginning of service. Constraints (18), below, are used to set xRNP
t,j to its proper value:

xRNP
t,j ≤

∑

r∈Rj

∑

i∈∆−
r,j

xt
r,i,j ≤ nmax

j xRNP
t,j ∀ j ∈ RNP, t ∈ Tj , (18)

xRNP
t,j ∈ {0, 1} ∀ j ∈ RNP, t ∈ Tj . (19)

To ensure that at least lagj time slices elapse before beginning task j ∈ RNP , the following constraints

are required. These depend on the type of predecessor task, k ∈ RNP ′(j):

(

1 − xRNP
t,j

)

≥
1

nmax
k

∑

r∈Rk

∑

i∈∆−
r,k

∑

tk∈Tk:
tk>t−lagj−dk

xtk
r,i,k ∀ j ∈ RNP, k ∈ {RNP ′(j) ∩ Mnon}, t ∈ Tj , (20)

(

1 − xRNP
t,j

)

≥
1

nmax
k dk

∑

r∈Rk

∑

i∈∆−
r,k

∑

tk∈Tk :
tk>t−lagj−1

xtk
r,i,k ∀ j ∈ RNP, k ∈ {RNP ′(j) ∩ Mpre}, t ∈ Tj . (21)

Constraints (20) state that if RNP task j is performed at time slice t, then non-preemptive task k ∈

RNP ′(j) cannot be started after time slice t − lagj − dk. In a similar fashion, constraints (21) ensure

that preemptive task k ∈ RNP ′(j) cannot be performed after time slice t − lagj − 1 if RNP task j is

performed at time slice t.
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5.6 RPC Tasks

We define RPC ⊆ Mpre to be the set of required preemptive tasks that must be assigned to resources

in consecutive time slices. More formally, each task j ∈ RPC must be performed in dj > 0 consecutive

time slices contained in the set Tj.

Although both RNA and RPC tasks must be performed in consecutive time slices, RPC tasks are

preemptive and thus offer greater flexibility because resources are assigned to RPC tasks on a per-time-

slice basis. This flexibility is enabled because the binary decision variable xt
r,j,j is defined for all j ∈ RPC,

t ∈ Tj , and r ∈ Rj. As a result, the particular resources that are assigned to each RPC task may vary over

time (unlike non-preemptive tasks where resources are committed for the entire task duration). Figure 2

provides an example of an RPC task that must be performed in dj = 6 consecutive time slices.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
time slices

resource 1

resource 2

resource 3

Figure 2: Resource assignments for task j ∈ RPC, where nmin
j = 2, nmax

j = 3, Tj = [1, 8], and dj = 6.

The mathematical representation of RPC tasks is given by:

nmin
j ht

j ≤
∑

r∈Rj

∑

i∈∆−
r,j

xt
r,i,j + zt

j ≤ nmax
j ht

j ∀ j ∈ RPC, t ∈ Tj , (22)

∑

t∈Tj

ht
j = dj ∀ j ∈ RPC, (23)

∑

t′∈{Tj :t′ /∈[t−dj+1,t+dj−1]}

ht′
j ≤ (1 − ht

j)dj ∀ j ∈ RPC, t ∈ Tj, (24)

ht
j ∈ {0, 1}, zt

j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , nmin
j } ∀ j ∈ RPC, t ∈ Tj. (25)

Constraints (22) ensure that the appropriate number of resources are assigned to task j ∈ RPC during

each selected time slice, although different resources may be assigned to the task in adjacent time slices.

In the solution, any non-zero value of zt
j may be interpreted to represent the gap between the minimum

number of resources required and the actual number of resources that were assigned to task j during time

slice t. Constraints (23) require that exactly dj time slices are selected. Finally, constraints (24) ensure

that the selected time slices are consecutive. Note that constraints (24) assume that set Tj contains

consecutive time slices, a reasonable assumption given the definition of the RPC task type.
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5.7 RPD Tasks

Some tasks may not require assignment in consecutive time slices. For this reason, we define RPD ⊆ Mpre

to be the set of required preemptive tasks that may be performed in disjoint time slices. RPD tasks are

the most flexible of all required tasks. An example demonstrating a resource assignment profile for an

RPD task is provided in Figure 3.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
time slices

resource 1

resource 2

resource 3

Figure 3: Resource assignments for task j ∈ RPD, where nmin
j = 2, nmax

j = 3, Tj = [1, 8], and dj = 6.

The mathematical representation of RPD tasks follows the same form as the RPC tasks, where

constraints (24) are excluded. The interpretation of the ‘infinite resource’, zt
j is also the same as defined

for the RPC tasks.

nmin
j ht

j ≤
∑

r∈Rj

∑

i∈∆−
r,j

xt
r,i,j + zt

j ≤ nmax
j ht

j ∀ j ∈ RPD, t ∈ Tj , (26)

∑

t∈Tj

ht
j = dj ∀ j ∈ RPD, (27)

ht
j ∈ {0, 1}, zt

j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , nmin
j } ∀ j ∈ RPD, t ∈ Tj. (28)

5.8 OPD Tasks

We now define OPD ⊆ Mpre to be the non-mission-critical counterparts of RPD tasks. If these optional

tasks are performed, they must meet the same requirements of the RPD tasks. For example, if performed,

task j ∈ OPD must be assigned to at least nmin
j , and no more than nmax

j , resources in dj > 0 time slices

from the set of allowable time slices, Tj. As with RPD tasks, the actual resources that are assigned

to any task j ∈ OPD may vary over time. However, unlike the other optional task types described in

this paper, nmin
j ≥ 1 for all OPD tasks. This requirement results from the structure of constraints (29),

below. Since these tasks are optional, there is no need for an infinite resource. Additionally, there is no

penalty associated with the failure to perform OPD tasks. The constraints describing OPD tasks are as
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follows:

nmin
j ht

j ≤
∑

r∈Rj

∑

i∈∆−
r,j

xt
r,i,j ≤ nmax

j ht
j ∀ j ∈ OPD, t ∈ Tj , (29)

∑

t∈Tj

ht
j = ljdj ∀ j ∈ OPD, (30)

ht
j ∈ {0, 1} ∀ j ∈ OPD, t ∈ Tj, (31)

lj ∈ {0, 1} ∀ j ∈ OPD. (32)

Constraints (29) state that at any time for which task j is assigned, it must be performed by the appro-

priate number resources. If the binary decision variable ht
j = 1, then task j must be performed during

time slice t. It is for this reason that we require nmin
j ≥ 1. However, if ht

j = 0, then the value of nmin
j is

ignored. Constraints (30) state that if task j is performed (i.e., when lj = 1) then it must be performed

for exactly dj time slices. Like RPD tasks, the assigned time slices may be disjoint. The binary decision

variables lj determine whether or not task j is performed at all.

5.9 OPP Tasks

We define OPP ⊆ Mpre to be the set of optional preemptive tasks that may be performed for a partial

duration. The unique feature of OPP tasks is that they allow opportunistic resources to perform the

task for less than dj time slices. Thus, we may consider dj to represent the maximum number of time

slices in which the task may be performed. Like RPD and OPD tasks, the assigned time slices for OPP

tasks may be disjoint. However, unlike OPD tasks, it is implied that nmin
j = 0 for all j ∈ OPP .

As an optional task, there is no need for an ‘infinite resource’ to maintain mathematical feasibility,

and therefore no penalty for failing to perform OPP tasks. OPP tasks may be modeled as follows:

∑

r∈Rj

∑

i∈∆−
r,j

xt
r,i,j ≤ nmax

j ht
j ∀ j ∈ OPP, t ∈ Tj , (33)

∑

t∈Tj

ht
j ≤ dj ∀ j ∈ OPP, (34)

ht
j ∈ {0, 1} ∀ j ∈ OPP, t ∈ Tj . (35)
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6 Payload Delivery

The non-preemptive task types defined in the previous section may also be used in conjunction with

payload delivery missions, where payload refers to an expendable resource such as bombs, missiles, or

supplies. In this case, it might be helpful to consider each task to be a target or customer. Let P ⊆ Mnon

represent the set of targets for which payload delivery is required. Note that each target in set P must

be attributed to one of the non-preemptive tasks defined above. The actual task type selected would

depend on the nature of the mission. For example, if it is required that all payload delivered to target

j ∈ P must be delivered at the same time by multiple resources, then target j should be classified as

an RNS task. Or, if a coordinated strike mission on multiple targets is required, each target that must

receive payload should be a member of the same RNM(s) set. Note that preemptive tasks may not be

included in set P because they allow resources to revisit tasks, thus making it impossible to account for

the actual quantity of payload delivered to a target by each resource.

Each task (target) j ∈ P requires between kmin
j and kmax

j units of payload to be delivered. Let c′r

represent the remaining payload capacity of resource r ∈ R at the time of the pop-up event, t0. Let qr,j

be the integer decision variable describing the payload expended by resource r at task j.

Again, to maintain a mathematically feasible solution, we define wj to be the ‘infinite’ payload

capacity. The following constraints capture payload delivery operations:

∑

j∈{P∩Mr}

qr,j ≤ c′r ∀ r ∈ R, (36)

qr,j ≤ min(c′r, k
max
j )

∑

i∈∆−
r,j

∑

t∈Tj

xt
r,i,j ∀ j ∈ P, r ∈ Rj , (37)

kmin
j ≤

∑

r∈Rj

qr,j + wj ≤ kmax
j ∀ j ∈ P, (38)

qr,j ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,min(c′r, k
max
j )} ∀ j ∈ P, r ∈ Rj, (39)

wj ∈ {0, 1, . . . , kmin
j } ∀ j ∈ P. (40)

Constraints (36) ensure that the amount of payload delivered by resource r does not exceed its capac-

ity. Constraints (37) state that a resource may only deliver payload to a task (target) that it per-

forms. Note that, because we restrict all payload tasks to be attributed to a non-preemptive task type,
∑

i∈∆−
r,j

∑

t∈Tj
xt

r,i,j ≤ 1 for all r ∈ R, j ∈ P (resource r may not re-visit a given non-preemptive task).

Constraints (38) ensure that the appropriate units of payload are delivered to task (target) j. Finally,

constraints (39) and (40) describe the integer requirements of the decision variables. In another context,
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these constraints would also work for payload pickup. It is straightforward to see how multiple payload

types could be incorporated in the model.

7 Network Constraints

In this section we state the mathematical formulation of the constraints that govern the structure of the

underlying network.

7.1 Prohibit Multitasking and Force Initial Location

First, each resource may be assigned to no more than one node during any given time slice:

∑

j∈{∆+
r :t∈Tj}

∑

i∈∆−
r,j

xt
r,i,j ≤ 1 ∀ r ∈ R, t ∈ T. (41)

Next, each resource must begin its route by departing from its initial location, ∆0
r :

∑

j∈{∆+
r :∆0

r∈∆−
r,j}

∑

t∈Tj

xt
r,∆0

r,j = 1 ∀ r ∈ R. (42)

Constraints (42) rely on the assumption that each resource must end at a base location. Consequently,

each resource must leave its starting location. In the event that resource r does not have a sufficient

amount of fuel remaining to travel to the nearest available base location, the set ∆+
r contains the ‘dummy’

base node, ∆∗
r , which may be reached by resource r from any location in exactly one time slice. Thus,

constraints (42) will always be satisfied.

The following constraints ensure that each resource’s first assigned task is at a feasible time.

∑

t∈{Tj :t<t0+f
r,∆0

r,j
}

xt
r,∆0,j = 0 ∀ r ∈ R, j ∈ {∆+

r : ∆0
r ∈ ∆−

r,j} (43)

Constraints (43) indicate that resource r cannot be assigned to node j before fr,∆0
r,j time slices have

passed. These constraints could be used as a pre-processing step, thus eliminating some decision variables.

7.2 Node Predecessors and Successors

Due to the flexibility afforded by preemptive tasks, simple flow balance equations (rate in equals rate out)

are not sufficient to form a route. In a feasible route/schedule, each node must be linked to a predecessor
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node:

∑

i∈{∆−
r,j :i̸=k if k/∈∆−

r,k
}

∑

tj∈{Tj :tj+fr,j,k≤tk}

x
tj
r,i,j ≥ xtk

r,j,k ∀ r ∈ R, k ∈ ∆+
r , j ∈ {∆−

r,k \ ∆0
r}, tk ∈ Tk. (44)

Constraints (44) indicate that if resource r travels from node j to node k, then it must have previously

traveled from another node to j. Because node j appears as a successor node in the left-hand side, we

include the condition that j cannot be a source location (∆−
r,k \ ∆0

r), as there are no arcs leading to ∆0
r.

The condition i ̸= k if k /∈ ∆−
r,k ensures that we do not allow the resource to take a subtour from k to j

and back to k, unless node k is a preemptive task.

We also require that a resource may be assigned to no more than one immediate successor at a given

node. For non-preemptive tasks and the initial (source) location node, these constraints are given by

∑

j∈{∆+
r :i∈∆−

r,j}

∑

t∈Tj

xt
r,i,j ≤ 1 ∀ r ∈ R, i ∈ {∆0

r ∪ (∆+
r ∩ Mnon)}. (45)

In constraints (45), the condition i ∈ {∆0
r ∪(∆+

r ∩Mnon} ensures that only nodes that cannot be revisited

are considered. The condition j ∈ {∆+
r : i ∈ ∆−

r,j} ensures that node j is a node that can be reached

directly from node i (i.e., only defined arcs are considered).

Preemptive tasks are unique because the network structure allows a resource to revisit these nodes

multiple times. The constraints necessary to prevent a resource from ‘splitting’ (traveling to two different

nodes simultaneously) on a preemptive task are given by

∑

tj∈Tj :
tj≤tmax

∑

i∈∆−
r,j

x
tj
r,i,j ≥

∑

k∈∆+
r :

j∈∆−
r,k

∑

tk∈Tk :
tk≤tmax+fr,j,k

xtk
r,j,k ∀ r ∈ R, j ∈ {∆+

r ∩ Mpre}, tmax ∈ T. (46)

The left-hand side of constraints (46) represent the number of times that resource r travels to preemptive

task j by time slice tmax, while the right-hand side represents the number of times the resource travels

from preemptive task j by time tmax. In other words, if resource r leaves a preemptive task, it must have

previously entered that task at least as many times. Note that tmax + fr,j,k represents the latest possible

time at which the resource may leave task j to arrive at task k at time tk. There are no constraints

regarding the successor of a base node, since arcs leaving a base are undefined.
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7.3 Final Location and Fuel Capacity

Each resource must terminate its route at a base location, even if a resource is not assigned to any tasks.

Due to fuel capacity considerations, resources must arrive at the base location before running out of fuel.

There are two cases to consider. If resource r is airborne at the time of the pop-up event (i.e., B′
r = ∅),

then it must visit a base location by time slice t0 + g′r, or terminate at the dummy base node ∆∗
r :

∑

j∈Br

∑

i∈∆−
r,j

∑

t∈{Tj :t≤t0+g′r}

xt
r,i,j +

∑

i∈∆−
r,∆∗

r

xt0+g′r+1
r,i,∆∗

r
= 1 ∀ r ∈ {R : B′

r = ∅}. (47)

However, if r is at a base location at the time of the pop-up (i.e., B′
r ̸= ∅), then it does not begin

to consume fuel until it leaves a base. The following constraints ensure that such a resource will either

visit a base or terminate at a dummy base within g′r time slices of the time at which it departed from its

initial location:

t0 + 1 ≤
∑

j∈Br

∑

i∈∆−
r,j

∑

t∈Tj

txt
r,i,j +

∑

i∈∆−
r,∆∗

r

(t0 + g′r)x
t0+g′r+1
r,i,∆∗

r
≤

∑

j∈∆+
r

∑

t∈Tj

(t − fr,∆0
r,j + g′r)x

t
r,∆0

r,j

∀ r ∈ {R : B′
r ̸= ∅}. (48)

Constraints (48) rely on the assumption that a resource departing from an initial location corresponding

to a base will schedule its departure such that there is no loitering before arriving at the first assigned

node. Recall that the network structure requires the resource to depart from its initial location, even if

that location is at the same coordinates as a base.

7.4 Special Case for Non-preemptive Tasks

If all tasks are non-preemptive (i.e., if M = Mnon), then the network structure may be characterized

by fewer network constraints. Specifically, constraints (41) – (43), (47), and (48) remain necessary, but

constraints (44) – (46) regarding node predecessors and successors may be replaced by the following:

∑

i∈∆−
r,j

∑

t∈Tj

xt
r,i,j =

∑

k∈{∆+
r :j∈∆−

r,k
}

∑

t∈Tk

xt
r,j,k ∀ r ∈ R, j ∈ Mnon, (49)

∑

i∈∆−
r,j

∑

t∈Tj

txt
r,i,j ≤

∑

k∈{∆+
r :j∈∆−

r,k
}

∑

t∈Tk

(t − fr,j,k)x
t
r,j,k ∀ r ∈ R, j ∈ Mnon. (50)
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Constraints (49) state that a resource must visit task j the same number of times as it leaves task j. This

type of constraint is common in the VRPTW literature. Constraints (50) ensure that if resource r travels

from node i to task j to node k, then the resource must travel from i to j before traveling from j to k.

That is, the time at which task k begins must not be prior to the time at which task j begins plus the

travel time from j to k. This constraint is not found in VRPTW formulations, because we incorporate

the time slice in the binary decision variable.

It should be noted that while this “special case” formulation requires fewer constraints to guarantee a

valid route for each resource, if the integer requirements on the binary decision variables are relaxed the

resulting solution may not be as tight as it is for the “full” formulation. Thus, a trade-off exists between

the reduction in time required to construct the constraints and an increase in time required to solve the

ILP via off-the-shelf solvers such as CPLEX. However, this “special case” formulation may prove useful

for checking feasibility in future heuristic solution approaches.

8 Objective Function Terms

We consider four objectives when solving the DRM problem. First, we seek to maximize overall mission

effectiveness. Second, we would like to adhere to the initial mission plan as much as possible by minimizing

the changes to the initial assignments. Third, whenever changes must occur, we would like to minimize the

total travel time of all resources. Finally, we would like to minimize the number of ‘infinite resources’ that

are utilized. Recall that these fictitious resources are included in the model to guarantee mathematical

feasibility. In this section we state the mathematical representation of these objectives.

8.1 Maximize Overall Mission Effectiveness

First, we look to maximize the overall mission effectiveness, while considering potential time preferences

within each task’s allowable time window. Let ZE represent the objective function term that captures

overall mission effectiveness:

ZE ≡
∑

j∈M

∑

r∈Rj

∑

t∈Tj

∑

i∈∆−
r,j

pjer,j
1

d′j
(1 − ξj |τj − t|) xt

r,i,j +
∑

j∈P

∑

r∈Rj

pjqr,j.

We scale ZE by d′j , as defined in equation (2), to prevent preemptive tasks from being unduly weighted.

The parameter τj represents the preferred time for task j ∈ M to be performed, such that min(Tj) ≤

τj ≤ max(Tj). Note that τj may be a real number, and as such is not restricted to being stated in

terms of integer time slices. For example, if Tj = {4, 5, 6, 7} and it is desirable to perform task j in
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the middle of this time window, then τj = 5.5. The scaling parameter ξj should be defined such that

0 < (1 − ξj |τj − t|) ≤ 1 for all t ∈ Tj , where |τj − t| denotes the absolute value of the difference between

the preferred time for task j and the possible assigned time slice, t. If no preferred time slice exists for

task j ∈ M , then ξj should equal zero. One valid definition of ξj is given by the following, although other

definitions are acceptable:

ξj =

⎧

⎪

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎪

⎩

min
(

1
τj−min(Tj)+1 , 1

max(Tj)−τj+1

)

if τj exists,

0 otherwise.

Since 0 < (1 − ξj |τj − t|) ≤ 1, it follows that 0 < pjer,j (1 − ξj |τj − t|) ≤ pjer,j for all t ∈ Tj. If payload

delivery is required (constraints (36) – (40)), the second set of summations reflects a priority-based

incentive for delivering payload.

The upper bound for ZE, Zmax
E , is given by:

ZE ≤ Zmax
E ≡

∑

j∈M

(

pj max
r∈Rj

(er,j) nmax
j + pjk

max
j

)

.

8.2 Minimize Changes to Initial Assignments

Our second objective is to minimize changes to the initial mission plan. We define three types of changes.

The first type involves changes in assigned task times. The second involves changes in the order of

assigned tasks. Finally, change may occur when a task is performed by a different resource.

We begin by defining the following parameters that will simplify our notation:

ar,i,j ≡ min

⎛

⎝1,
∑

t∈Tj

at
r,i,j

⎞

⎠ ∀ r ∈ R, j ∈ ∆+
r , i ∈ ∆−

r,j.

In a similar fashion we may define at
r,j and ar,j. Thus, ar,i,j = 1 if resource r was initially assigned to

travel from node i to node j at any time, at
r,j = 1 if resource r was initially assigned to perform task j

at time t (regardless of previous task), and ar,j = 1 if resource r was initially assigned to perform task j

(regardless of previous task or time).
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8.2.1 Change in Order

Let ZCO represent the number of times the order of all resources’ assigned tasks are changed from the

initial plan. Then

ZCO ≡
∑

r∈R

∑

j∈∆+
r

∑

i∈∆−
r,j

i̸=j

∑

t∈Tj

(1 − ar,i,j) xt
r,i,j.

Note that changing the assigned time slices does not lead to a penalty in the above terms. Also, there

is no penalty for failing to perform an initially assigned task. The condition ‘i ̸= j’ is included for the

following reason: suppose the initial plan did not assign task r to preemptive task j. Then we do not

care if r now continues to perform task j. We only want to capture the arc from another node to task j.

Note that j /∈ ∆−
r,j if j ∈ Mnon.

To calculate the upper bound for ZCO, Zmax
CO , we first note that at most nmax

j resources may perform

task j. Each resource now assigned to task j may visit task j at most d′j times. So, for each task j,

nmax
j d′j represents the case where each resource assigned to task j takes a different arc to task j. Finally,

there are |R| possible new arcs that the resources could take to a base location.

ZCO ≤ Zmax
CO ≡

∑

j∈M

(

nmax
j d′j

)

+ |R|.

8.2.2 Change in Time

Now, ZCT represents the objective function term that captures changes in the assigned task times:

ZCT ≡
∑

r∈R

∑

j∈∆+
r

∑

i∈∆−
r,j

ar,i,j

d′j

∑

t∈Tj

(

1 − at
r,j

)

xt
r,i,j.

This term is scaled by d′j to prevent preemptive tasks from being excessively penalized, since these tasks

are assigned on a slice-by-slice basis. Note that no penalty is imposed for changing the order of tasks

visited by resource r, by virtue of using the binary ar,i,j parameter, which equals one only if resource r

was initially assigned to travel from node i to node j. Also, there is no penalty for failing to perform an

initially assigned task.

The upper bound for ZCT , Zmax
CT , is given by:

ZCT ≤ Zmax
CT ≡

∑

j∈M

nmax
j + |R|.
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The summation captures the fact that each task j could be performed at a new time, and each task could

be assigned to at most nmax
j resources. Since each resouce could be assigned to a base at a new time, we

also add |R|, the number of resources.

8.2.3 Change in Resource

Finally, we impose a penalty for failing to perform an initially-assigned task with the same resource. For

non-preemptive tasks, this penalty is given by

Znon
CR ≡

∑

j∈Mnon

∑

r∈Rj

ar,j

⎛

⎜

⎝
1 −

∑

i∈∆−
r,j

∑

t∈Tj

xt
r,i,j

⎞

⎟

⎠
.

Similarly, the penalty for a resource visiting a different base may be expressed as:

Zbase
CR ≡

∑

r∈R

∑

j∈Br

ar,j

⎛

⎜

⎝
1 −

∑

i∈∆−
r,j

∑

t∈Tj

xt
r,i,j

⎞

⎟

⎠
.

For preemptive tasks, the procedure for determining a change in resource requires the inclusion of a

new binary decision variable. Let xpre
r,j = 1 if the new mission plan assigns resource r to preemptive task

j, regardless of predecessor task or assigned time (xpre
r,j = 0 otherwise). This binary decision variable is

required because resources are permitted to re-visit preemptive tasks. As such,
∑

i∈∆−
r,j

∑

t∈Tj
xt

r,i,j may

be greater than one for task j ∈ Mpre. The following constraints force xpre
r,j to assume the correct value:

xpre
r,j ≤

∑

i∈∆−
r,j

∑

t∈Tj

xt
r,i,j ≤ djx

pre
r,j ∀ j ∈ Mpre, r ∈ Rj ,

xpre
r,j ∈ {0, 1} ∀ j ∈ Mpre, r ∈ Rj .

Thus, we may write the term capturing the change in resources for preemptive tasks as:

Zpre
CR ≡

∑

j∈Mpre

∑

r∈Rj

ar,j

(

1 − xpre
r,j

)

.

Therefore, the expression for the change in resource is given by

ZCR ≡ Znon
CR + Zpre

CR + Zbase
CR .

There is no penalty for a change in time or a change in order.
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Using the fact that each task could have at most nmax
j different resources assigned to it, and each of

the |R| resources could terminate its route at a different base, the upper bound for ZCR is given by

ZCR ≤ Zmax
CR ≡

∑

j∈M

nmax
j + |R|.

8.3 Minimize Travel Time

The total travel time for all resources, ZT , is given by:

ZT ≡
∑

r∈R

∑

j∈∆+
r

∑

i∈∆−
r,j

∑

t∈Tj

fr,i,jx
t
r,i,j.

An upper bound on the total travel time, Zmax
T , captures the fact that each resource must end at a

base prior to running out of fuel (where the maximum remaining endurance of resource r is given by g′r).

ZT ≤ Zmax
T ≡

∑

r∈R

g′r.

8.4 Minimize ‘Infinite Resources’

Although ‘infinite resources’ may be necessary to guarantee mathematical feasibility, their use should be

minimized. We have defined three types of ‘infinite resources’ in our model. The first type is used in

the constraints involving required (mission-critical) tasks. Let ZIR represent the penalty for using these

‘infinite resources’:

ZIR ≡
∑

j∈(RNA∪RNP∪{RPD:nmax
j =1})

pj

d′j
yj +

∑

j∈(RNS∪RNM(s)∪RPC∪{RPD:nmax
j >1})

∑

t∈Tj

pj

d′j
zt
j .

We multiply each term by pj to capture the relative importance of each task and divide by d′j to avoid

over-weighting preemptive tasks. Note that optional tasks do not require the use of an infinite resource.

The second type of ‘infinite resource’ involves the ‘dummy’ bases that may be required for resources

that do not have sufficient fuel capacity to travel from their current location to the nearest available base.

Let ZDB represent the number of resources that must use their ‘dummy’ base:

ZDB ≡
∑

r∈R

∑

i∈∆−
r,∆∗

r

xt0+g′r+1
r,i,∆∗

r
.
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Finally, let ZIP represent the penalty imposed for using ‘infinite payload’ capacity:

ZIP ≡
∑

j∈P

pjwj .

We multiply each term by pj to capture the relative importance of each task (target).

8.5 Objective Function Formulation

Now that we have defined all of the individual objective function terms, we must combine these terms

into one unified objective function. We do so with the aid of two scaling parameters, α and β, where

0 ≤ α ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ β ≤ 1. Scaling parameter α represents the trade-off between maximizing overall

mission effectiveness and minimizing changes to the initial mission plan. The second scaling parameter,

β, operates independently and allows the decision maker to specify the importance that should be given

to minimizing total travel time. In an effort to maintain a relatively even weighting of the individual

objective function terms, we scale each term by its maximum value, as defined above. The lone exception

to this being the terms for ‘infinite resource’ penalties, which we would like to make relatively strong.

Our proposed objective function may therefore be written as follows:

Max α
ZE

Zmax
E

− (1 − α)

(

ZCO

Zmax
CO

+
ZCT

Zmax
CT

+
ZCR

Zmax
CR

)

− β
ZT

Zmax
T

− Zmax
E (ZIR + ZDB + ZIP ) .

This function should be optimized, subject to constraints (1) – (50).

8.6 Generating Initial Mission Plans

Although our model is motivated by re-routing problems, it is also capable of generating an off-line initial

mission plan. To use the model in this manner, simply set α = 0. This indicates that there is no initial

mission plan available and accomodates that fact that the at
r,i,j parameters are undefined. The set of

tasks, M , would not include any pop-up tasks.

9 Numerical Example

In this section we provide an example that demonstrates the application of our extensible modeling

framework in the context of intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) missions. This example

is characterized by a pop-up threat, payload capacity requirements, BDA activities, and multiple-resource

coordination via the RNM task type.
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Consider an ISR and strike mission that requires the use of one MQ-1 (Predator) and two RQ-4

(Global Hawk) UAVs. The Predator, named P1, is equipped with two AGM-114 (Hellfire) laser-guided

missiles and a rudimentary camera capable of taking snapshot photographs. Both Global Hawks, named

GH1 and GH2, are fitted with image recording equipment and a laser projection device that may be used

to direct the Predator’s laser-guided missiles.

The Predator’s primary role is to destroy two enemy targets by firing one laser-guided missile at

each target, although it is also assigned to capture still images at two other locations. GH1 is initially

assigned to four ISR activities that require the UAV to capture either video or still images at four distinct

locations. Each video task demands 30 minutes of uninterrupted target surveillance, while the still images

may be captured instantaneously as GH1 passes over the waypoint locations. GH2 is primarily responsible

for conducting a BDA of the two targets destroyed by P1. Each BDA task is 40 minutes in duration,

and begins 20 minutes after P1 has launched the missile at the target. GH2 is also tasked with taking

instantaneous snapshot photographs at two other locations.

Now, suppose that a new threat is identified 50 minutes after the mission commences, as the UAVs are

en route to their first assigned task. This pop-up threat is determined to be a high-priority target that

the mission commander would like to destroy with a Hellfire missile. Because this target is in a populated

area, one of the Global Hawk UAVs must laser-illuminate the target while the Predator launches one

laser-guided missile, thus increasing the accuracy of the strike. If this coordinated attack is assigned in

the updated mission plan, a 40-minute BDA is required, beginning at least 20 minutes after the missile

is launched. Figure 4 shows the location of the pop-up threat, and includes the UAV paths contained

in the initial mission plan as well as allowable time windows for all tasks. All times are expressed in

units of ‘minutes elapsed since the start of the mission.’ Nodes 16, 17, and 18 represent the current

location of GH1, GH2, and P1, respectively. Node 19 represents the base location where each UAV must

terminate its mission before running out of fuel. All other nodes represent one of the tasks described

above. Symbols used in the figures for this example are shown in Figure 5.

We now demonstrate how an optimal updated mission plan may be determined. For this example, we

assume time slices are 10 minutes in duration. Table 3 contains the data inputs required to characterize

each resource at the time of the pop-up event. Each resource has consumed 50-minutes-worth of fuel,

such that GH1 and GH2 may remain airborne for 2110 minutes (211 time slices) and P1 may remain

airborne for 1390 minutes (139 time slices). The predator is the only UAV with missile payload capacity,

and it has its full complement of two missiles still on board.

Nodes 1 – 15 in the network correspond to the 15 tasks that have yet to be completed, as seen in
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Figure 4: Popup target appears. Initial UAV paths are shown.

Non-preemptive snapshot task RNA. Non-preemptive video task RNA. Optional video task ONA.

Missile delivery task RNA. BDA task RNP . Laser-guided task RNM . Base.

Figure 5: Key for example figures.

Table 4. Tasks 13 – 15 are the tasks associated with the pop-up threat. For this example, all tasks are

modeled as non-preemptive, and each of the required tasks must be performed by exactly one resource.

The location of each task is specified in Cartesian (x, y) coordinates, measured in miles from a reference

point located at (0, 0), although latitude/longitude coordinates could also be used. The base, uniquely

identified in the network as node 19, is located at (600, 1000). Priority values for each task, pj, have been

supplied by the mission commander, based on a mapping of high/medium/low to values 10/5/1. The set

of allowable starting times for each task, Tj, is also assumed to have been given by the mission commander,

and is expressed in terms of 10-minute time slices. For example, T15 = [26, 34] implies that task 15 must

begin no earlier than 260 minutes after the mission started, and may begin no later than 340 minutes

Table 3: Resource status.
Resource, r ∆0

r Name Type Current Location (x, y) Velocity [mph] g′
r c′r

1 16 GH1 Global Hawk (160,200) 403 211 0
2 17 GH2 Global Hawk (600,150) 403 211 0
3 18 P1 Predator (1060,200) 253 139 2
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Table 4: Task details.
Task, j Task Type Description dj pj (x, y) Tj nmin

j nmax
j

1 RNA Snapshot 0 5 (med) (100,300) [6-9] 1 1
2 ONA Optional Video 3 1 (low) (212,500) [10-24] 0 1
3 RNA Video 3 1 (low) (150,700) [26-33] 1 1
4 RNA Video 3 1 (low) (120,870) [35-38] 1 1
5 RNA Snapshot 0 1 (low) (740,200) [10-13] 1 1
6 RNP BDA of Task 10 4 5 (med) (760,460) [16-23] 1 1
7 RNP BDA of Task 11 4 5 (med) (960,660) [22-31] 1 1
8 RNA Snapshot 3 5 (med) (670,740) [35-38] 1 1
9 RNA Snapshot 0 5 (med) (1000,240) [7-10] 1 1
10 RNA Missile Launch 0 5 (med) (800,460) [14-16],[28-30] 1 1
11 RNA Missile Launch 0 5 (med) (1000,660) [20-22],[27-29] 1 1
12 RNA Snapshot 0 5 (med) (840,760) [24-27],[37-40] 1 1
13 RNM Laser Guide 0 10 (high) (400,600) [24-31] 1 1
14 RNM Missile Launch 0 10 (high) (440,600) [24-31] 1 1
15 RNP BDA of Task 14 4 5 (med) (420,630) [26-34] 1 1

Table 5: Resource effectiveness values, er,j .
Task, j

Resource, r 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
1 (GH1) 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 -1 -1 1 3 -1 3
2 (GH2) 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 -1 -1 1 3 -1 3
3 (P1) 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 3 3 3 3 -1 3 -1

after the mission started. The mission commander has decided that each task should be performed as

early as possible within its allowable time window, such that τj = min(Tj) for j = 1, 2, . . . , 15.

To account for the differing capabilities of the Global Hawk and Predator aircraft, effectiveness values

are included, as per Table 5. For this particular example, the values of er,j are chosen such that a value

of 3 indicates ‘good’ performance, 1 indicates ‘poor’ performance, and -1 indicates that the resource is

incapable of performing the task. Finally, the initial mission assignments are shown in Table 6.

The optimal updated mission plan is shown in Figure 6, where we assumed Euclidean distance between

nodes, constant-velocity flight, and scaling parameters of α = 0.74 and β = 0.50. The corresponding

optimal non-zero decision variable values are provided in Table 7. Because this example contains only

non-preemptive tasks, the ‘special case’ version of the network constraints, constraints (49) and (50),

may be used. This results in 320 constraints and 1600 decision variables, with a problem generation time

of 0.02 seconds and a solution time of 0.16 seconds. Had constraints (44), (45), and (46) been employed

instead, a total of 1567 constraints would be required, with a corresponding problem generation time of

0.05 seconds and a solution time of 0.08 seconds. The optimal solution to this example was obtained by

CPLEX version 11.2.1 on a 3.00 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo PC running Windows XP.
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Table 6: Initial resource assignments.
Start Time

Node, j Resource, r Minutes Elapsed Time Slice, t at
r,i,j

1 1 (GH1) 70 7 a7
1,16,1 = 1

2 1 (GH1) 120 12 a12
1,1,2 = 1

3 1 (GH1) 260 26 a26
1,2,3 = 1

4 1 (GH1) 350 35 a35
1,3,4 = 1

5 2 (GH2) 100 10 a10
2,17,5 = 1

6 2 (GH2) 170 17 a17
2,5,6 = 1

7 2 (GH2) 260 26 a26
2,6,7 = 1

8 2 (GH2) 350 35 a35
2,7,8 = 1

9 3 (P1) 70 7 a7
3,18,9 = 1

10 3 (P1) 150 15 a15
3,9,10 = 1

11 3 (P1) 220 22 a22
3,10,11 = 1

12 3 (P1) 270 27 a27
3,11,12 = 1

19 (Base) 1 (GH1) 2160 216 a216
1,4,19 = 1

19 (Base) 2 (GH2) 2160 216 a216
2,8,19 = 1

19 (Base) 3 (P1) 1440 144 a144
3,12,19 = 1

Table 7: Optimal decision variable values.
Decision Variable Value Comments
x7

1,16,1 1.00 Resource 1 departs from its initial location, beginning Task 1 at time slice 7.
x12

1,1,2 1.00
x25

1,2,13 1.00
x30

1,13,3 1.00
x36

1,3,4 1.00
x221

1,4,19 1.00 Resource 1 arrives at base (during time slice when it runs out of fuel).
x10

2,17,5 1.00
x17

2,5,6 1.00
x27

2,6,15 1.00
x36

2,15,8 1.00
x221

2,8,19 1.00
x7

3,18,9 1.00
x15

3,9,10 1.00
x25

3,10,14 1.00
x37

3,14,12 1.00
x149

3,12,19 1.00
w11 1.00 1 unit of required payload not delivered to Task 11.
y11 1.00 1 required resource not assigned to Task 11.
q3,10 1.00 Resource 3 delivered 1 unit of payload to Task 10.
q3,14 1.00 Resource 3 delivered 1 unit of payload to Task 14.
b25,1 1.00 The RNM tasks for set 1 were performed at time slice 25.

xRNP′

6 1.00 The predecessor task for the RNP (BDA) task 6 is assigned.

xRNP′

15 1.00 The predecessor task for the RNP (BDA) task 15 is assigned.
xRNP

17,6 1.00 RNP task 6 is assigned at time slice 17.
xRNP

27,15 1.00 RNP task 15 is assigned at time slice 27.
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Figure 6: Re-assignments for example problem.

10 Summary and Future Research

We have proposed an extensible modeling framework for the dynamic re-routing of resources in response to

changes in battlespace conditions. Nine unique task types were defined which demonstrate the flexibility

of this model. These tasks are representative of many of the tasks that are performed by UAVs. Tasks may

also require or benefit from multiple resources performing them simultaneously or in sequence. The model

also addresses fuel and payload capacity restrictions. Another key feature of the modeling framework is

the inclusion of ‘infinite resources’ and ‘dummy’ bases, which not only guarantee mathematical feasibility

but also warn decision makers where resource shortfalls exist. Because the DRM problem involves the

re-allocation of resources that were previously operating under an initial mission plan, our objective

function balances the maximization of overall mission effectiveness with the minimization of changes to

the original task assignments.

As with all vehicle routing problems, solution times can increase dramatically as problems become

larger, thus rendering commercial IP solvers useless for DRM problems, where updated mission plans are

required in near-real-time. For this reason, future research should focus on the development of solution

approaches that can provide high-quality, if not optimal, solutions to large-scale problems in a rapid

fashion. Another area that warrants further investigation is the development of new task types to reflect

the ever-growing use of UAVs. Finally, the usefulness of the model may be further enhanced with the

addition of resource refueling operations, variable resource velocities, and the imposition of turning radius
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restrictions.
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